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About This Game

Rocket Fist is an arena game with crazy robots in chaotic rocket fist battles. Aim against your frenemies and prove your
dexterity by killing each other with rocket propelled fists in this frenetic mix of dodgeball and billiards!
You can hold one Rocket Fist at a time and you only get one shot to throw your punch before having to run, hide and dodge to
pick it back up! Just like in dodgeball, but with way more rockets! When you’re running away you can ninja dash around the
arena, and if you’re feeling lucky you can try dash-bumping your friends in their faces to steal their rocket!
Easy to learn, hard to master, Rocket Fist’s quick rounds will keep you coming back for more. It’s the perfect game to bring out
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when your friends are over and in need of some explosive action!

Fast-paced twitch reaction arena battles.
Single Player adventure with 6 sectors and 5 different bosses
Easy to pick up and play.
User friendly Level Editor.
[BETA] Online multiplayer arena battles.
1 to 4 players on the same screen.
Both Free-for-all and Team-based modes.
4 different player AIs, from dumb to annoying.
Several arenas with unique gameplay elements.
Random powerups that can turn the tide of a fight.
Unlockable costumes to customize your robots.
2 different game modes.
Twitch chat interaction option for streamers.
Original soundtrack by Thiago Adamo.
*Online multiplayer is still being tested and improved upon.
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Title: Rocket Fist
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Daniel Snd, Thiago Adamo, Bitten Toast Games Inc.
Publisher:
Bitten Toast Games Inc.
Release Date: 12 May, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E5200 (2.5GHz) or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Portuguese,Turkish,German,Simplified Chinese,Italian,Danish,Dutch,Russian,Swedish
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lakers rockets fist fight. baymax rocket fist and mask. rocket fist gameplay. rocket fist pikmin 2. game fist rocket league. rocket
fist mazinger z. first rocket 3. rocket fist test. rocket fist bump. rocket fist nintendo switch. rocket fist ps4. first rocket 4. rocket
fist review switch. rocket fist terraria. rocket fist fortnite. rocket fist steam. rocket fist drive ahead. baymax rocket fist. rocket
models fist of war. first space rocket. rocket fist. rocket fist game. rocket fist review. rocket fist superpower. fist rocket gif.
rocket fist robot. big hero 6 rocket fist and mask. rocket fist download. rocket fist switch review. rocket power fist bump.
rockets fist fight. first rocket launcher. big hero 6 rocket fist scene. rocket fist metacritic. rocket fist into the breach. rocket ship
fist bump. rocket fist switch. rocket fist mgsv. rocket powered fist. rocket fist pc download. predatory rocket fist. rocket fist
make freddie so happy
Great game. Very fluid controls and great feel. Ansolutely love that there is local multiplayer.. Bought the game and can't
refund.... About 6 months ago we had a week in my physics class where we had to review for retakes on two tests as so many
people did terrible. Lucky me and two other people did well on both tests so we basically had 5th period for a week free. Also
our teacher was a total g, so we were allowed to do pretty much whatever as long as we were quiet and didn't distract from him
teaching the goons who did bad on the tests. Anyways me and my friends decided to go look for games on steam that we could
play on our crappy school computers and we found Rocket Fist. I downloaded the game and brought it in to physics the next
day. It looked sus as hell, but damn it was fun. The game was quick enough to never lose interest and the mechanics where
unique enough to be really entertaining. Despite having a few other coop games downloaded we spent the rest of the week only
playing Rocket Fist, this game is hella fun.
Pros:
-Fun
-Runs on a low spec PC
-Good replayability
-Well polished
Cons:
-Odd difficulty curve in the campaign
-Slightly expensive for $15 due to not that much content, but I got it on a sale so it was totally worth it!. one of the most fun
games in my big library. A Rocket Fist-ful of fun!
Simple, but so, so brilliant. Can't wait to get 3 friends over and couch it up!
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I've been waiting to buy this game for months, following everything on its blog, with extremelly high expectations of it.
It could have been good; It had potential; but It got messed up.
The collision handling is terrible. Frequently you throw a ball and it just runs through the enemy. This, by itself, is a game
breaker. Besides, having the ball at your side may be cute, but this makes the game confusing, as you move to one direction, but
shoot to another.
It would be interesting:
- to have different buttons for dash and throwing the ball, as sometimes you're too close to the enemy and want to back off
before shooting.
- if when you get a multiple kill, something is shown, like "double kill", "triple kill", etc
I found an "undocummented feature" (also known as bug) where the level you go to isn't nescessarily the level you're going to
play. Example: If you game over on level 2 and press continue you can respawn on level 4 (and the HUD says you're on level 2),
and when you pass it, you're going to continue to level 3, and then 4, and so on.. Oyun bayağı eğlenceli, ancak eksiklikleri var.
Mesela oyun bittikten sonra diğer oyunculardan gelen yumruğa ölmemeli, ve botlarla oynarken bot olmayan oyuncular
öldüğünde 1 dk. gibi bir süre içinde bitse daha iyi olur zaman kaybı olmaz. Genel olarak arkadaşınız varsa alın oynayın. Yoksa
tek başınıza eğleneceğinizi pek sanmıyorum.. Great LAN party game, great mechanics!. About 6 months ago we had a week in
my physics class where we had to review for retakes on two tests as so many people did terrible. Lucky me and two other people
did well on both tests so we basically had 5th period for a week free. Also our teacher was a total g, so we were allowed to do
pretty much whatever as long as we were quiet and didn't distract from him teaching the goons who did bad on the tests.
Anyways me and my friends decided to go look for games on steam that we could play on our crappy school computers and we
found Rocket Fist. I downloaded the game and brought it in to physics the next day. It looked sus as hell, but damn it was fun.
The game was quick enough to never lose interest and the mechanics where unique enough to be really entertaining. Despite
having a few other coop games downloaded we spent the rest of the week only playing Rocket Fist, this game is hella fun.
Pros:
-Fun
-Runs on a low spec PC
-Good replayability
-Well polished
Cons:
-Odd difficulty curve in the campaign
-Slightly expensive for $15 due to not that much content, but I got it on a sale so it was totally worth it!.
https://youtu.be/djlurFwWPDw
This game is a combo of Stikbold! and Move or Die.
Addictively competitive.
Simple smooth controls.
Cute robots.
I think that's a great combo.
10/10. Haven't been able to play much, but snuck some time in at work with some colleagues, and the game is insanely fun!
Campaign feels pretty difficult, but who doesn't like a challenge?
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